
Desks: trend analysis

By Heloisa Righetto, WGSN-homebuildlife, 24 August 2012

As user-friendly software connections allow more and more people to work from home, the furniture
industry is redirecting its attention to a key element of this space, the desk.

Overview

Kawamura Ganjavian

SHORTCUTS

Wall-mounted: compact designs fit for
small spaces
Versatile: desks with added functions
or ingenius design solutions
Micro environment: cocoon desks for a
sense of privacy
Exposed storage: accessories and
gadgets become part of the design
Material led: natural and playful
materials

Space constraints trigger ingenious solutions
while there is a shift in aesthetics concerns:
office functionalities need to be adapted in
order to follow personal styles

As the work area is relocated, becoming part of
other spaces such as the living room and
bedroom, consumers are keen to find products
that fit with the existing decoration
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Mood
Leisure and work areas come together, there is no physical separation. Decorative objects reach the
work space the same way that functional desk accessories have a high aesthetic appeal.

Source: theselby.com

Source: www.themarionhousebook.com

Source: www.moredesignplease.com

Source: pinterest.com

Source: rooms-for-the-revolution.tumblr.com

Source: theselby.com

Source: karatown.blogspot.co.uk

Source: www.designsponge.com
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Products

Wall-mounted

Compact pieces can be placed in small areas like corridors and entry ways, replacing console tables.
Drawers and niches store gadgets and office materials for a quick clean up.

Mash Studios Margaux Keller

Raw Edges for Arco

Kenny Berghe

Raw Edges for Arco

Phil Procter
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French designer Margaux Keller has created a desk with several vertical niches that can be used as an
inspiration board, holding artwork, correspondence, mirrors or notes. The concept perfectly relates to
the idea of  home and office occupying the same space.

Launched during Salone del Mobile,the desk designed by Raw Edges for Arco uses a simple
mechanism to transform a shelf into a work space. Laptop and cable can be stored inside when the
desk is closed for a cultter free surface.

Desks that lean against the wall can be easily moved around: straightforward designs in neutral
finishings that adapt to almost any decoration style.

Versatile

Pieces that go beyong their primary function or are specifically designed to be easily moved around.

Swedish design graduate Eddi Tornberg has developed a sustainable workstation which takes the
user's movements (such as pressure on the carpet and body heat on the chair) to generate the energy
that is used to power laptops, lamps and other appliances.

Furniture manufacturer Jori launched an ingenius and multifunctional armchair: a single movement
transforms one of the chair's arms into a laptop table.

Toon Welling's desk is part of a collection entitled Bound Basics, which uses tensegrity to facilitate the
pieces' assemblage. All components are held together by rope only, minimasing packaging and
eliminating small fixtures.

Tuttotondo

Note Design Studio

Eddi Tornberg

Toon Welling

Jori at IMM Cologne 2012

Jori at IMM Cologne 2012
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Other highlights include Magazin's slim desk with storage space and desks with flexible surfaces that
open up to reveal hidden niches.

Micro environment

Designers make an effort to tackle the privacy issue and reduce the possibility of the user being
distracted by creating micro environments that help to enhance concentration and optimize performance.

Magazin

Markus Toivanen

Lippert Studios for Müller at IMM Cologne 2012

Aberrant Architecture
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Desks become cocoons, almost a room within a room.

Kawamura Ganjavian designed a portable divider which cen be places on any surface, transforming
dining tables into private desks.

Lisa Frode incorporated a fabric cover into a wooden structure, functioning as a curtain that can be
partially or fully opened.

Bram Vanderbeke

Kawamura Ganjavian

Lisa Frode

Piergil Fourquie
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Torafu Architects' desk epitomizes this trend: the cube structure functions as a small room with
windows that can be opened to support plant pots, tea cups and lamps.

Personalisation: estimulate users to decorate and personalise the desk by adding extra surfaces and
niches.

Exposed storage

Paper and accessories are incorporated into the design.

Roberto Giacomucci for Kubedesign

Torafu Architects

Living Structure by David Hanauer

Torafu Architects
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Deconstruction: Alessandro Busana added an unexpected element to his desk by simply cutting part of
tabletop, revealing the material and creating storage space.

Multifunctional structure: modular storage is part of Mathieu Lehanneur's desk for Objekten.

Elodie Elsenberger and Mieke Meijer added niches to highlight desk accessories and decorative
objects, following the "art of display" trend recently reported by WGSN-homebuildlife.

Material-led

Form follows material: from playful tabletop innovations to natural and sustainable solutions.

Alessandro Busana Mathieu Lehanneur for Objekten

Elodie Elsenberger Conran Range at Marks & Spencer Mieke Meijer

Christofer Odmark Christofer Odmark
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Wooden statement: a solid oak tabletop is the key feature in Christofer Odmark's desk, while Valentin
Loellmann used hazel branches to build his piece.

Paper sheets become a working surface in Miguel Mestre's piece, inviting the user to transform the
design.

The apparently smooth tabletop of Michael Bambino's desk has a series of grooves that transform a
hard material into a soft surface. By pushing it away, the user has access to a hidden storage
underneath.

Miguel Mestre

Valentin Loellmann Rie Asaka for DesignSoil
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Adaptable workplaces: office product analysis

By Heloisa Righetto, WGSN, 08 October 2010

Contemporary workplaces need clever furniture that allows
layouts to be rearranged when necessary. But even if lack of
space is an issue, smart storage and privacy are still essential
requirements. WGSN finds out how some brands and
designers are dealing with the demands of modern offices.

The office is often a fast-paced, hectic environment and furniture
plays an important role in everyday work life. Choosing the right
kind of furniture for a workplace can make a big difference, not
only for aesthetic reasons, but also when it comes to productivity
and adaptability.

Mobility

Source: Mauro Barros

Source: Mauro Barros

Source: Mauro Barros

Source: Mauro Barros

WGSN KEY THEMES

Mobility: Furniture that
can be adapted to
different spaces and
moved around the
office to accomodate
changing needs

Clever storage:
Unusual and surprising
solutions for storage

A little privacy:
Although an office is
practically a public
space, some tasks
require more privacy,
and screen dividers
that can be attached to
desks are often the
best solution

Related reports

Seating for public spaces:
product analysis

Contact

Mauro Barros

www.mbdesign.com.br

Spaceoasis

www.spaceoasis.co.uk

Coalesse

www.coalesse.com

Tangent

www.tangentfurniture.co.uk
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Mauro Barros, a Brazilian product designer who specialises in
office furniture, said: "I’ve just created a range of products thinking
exactly about the concept of mobile office furniture. Everything in
an office needs to be able to be repositioned - after all, things
change all the time. It’s complicated to think about an office layout
as permanent, since you can lose absolutely everything when you
have to move. I think the key is to use casters whenever possible:
for desks, storage and chairs."

Source: Mauro Barros Source: Mauro Barros

Source: Agile by Spaceoasis Source: Agile by Spaceoasis

Source: Agile by Spaceoasis

Eurotek

www.eof.co.uk

Elite

www.elite-furniture.co.uk

Coinma

www.coinma.com

Steelcase

www.steelcase.co.uk
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The different ways in which workers ineract throughout the day
also need to be taken into account. Meetings, evaluations and
interviews, as well as the needs of temporary and freelance staff
must be considered when when designing effective office furniture.
This idea of versatility is cleverly conceptualised by Spaceoasis -
its Agile range is designed to create a modular office that is easy to
rearrange. The streamlined designs - including desks and screen
dividers - allow several different layouts and the transformation is
fast and free of clutter.

Clever storage

Over time, workplace clutter inevitably grows and contrary to 20th
century dreams of a paperless office, modern workplaces still use
reems of paper each day, as well as countless items of stationery
and desk accessories. We are beginning to see the issue of
efficient storage addressed by designers who are creating storage
products that can be adapted to individual desks, rather
than occupying precious communal space. A good example of this
is the Freewall system by American company Coalesse, which
consists of screens that can also be used as shelves. The entire
system is free-standing and easily moved or altered.

Source: Agile by Spaceoasis

Source: Freewall by Coalesse Source: Freewall by Coalesse
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Integrated surfaces that bring together desks and storage, making
layouts appear continuous and free-flowing, are the concept
behind Form, a system developed by Tangent. The idea is
integrate desks and storage units to create long lines or isolated
islands of furniture that maximise space and minimise clutter.

A little privacy

Source: Form by Tangent

Source: Form by Tangent

Source: Form by Tangent

Source: Form by Tangent

Source: Clover by Eurotek Source: Clover by Eurotek
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Interaction and teamwork are key to a successful business but
conversely, workers also require privacy and a sense of personal
space. This concept has been influencing architects and interior
designers when it comes to rethinking existing layouts.

Open-plan and small offices often must be creative when finding
ways to provide space and privacy for workers, and appropriate
furniture choice is an important part of this process. Adaptable
screen dividers that can be easily attached to desks are not a new
idea, but solutions such as Eurotek's Clover range and Coinma's

Source: Clover by Eurotek Source: Clover by Eurotek

Source: Mosaico by Coinma Source: Linnea by Elite

Source: Linnea by Elite
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Mosaico range update and refresh this concept for the modern
workspace.

Screen dividers not only provide privacy for workers but they can
also be used to add colour to a space or function as a board or
accessories holder, as in the Fusion range by Steelcase.

Source: Fusion by Steelcase

Source: Fusion by Steelcase

Source: Fusion by Steelcase

Source: Fusion by Steelcase
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CONTRACT NEW RELEASES: PRODUCT ANALYSIS

By Heloisa Righetto, WGSN, 15 December 2010

Contract furniture manufacturers and designers had a busy year: events and trade shows such as NeoCon, Clerkenwell
Design Week, 100% Design and Orgatec were the perfect environments for showcasing the latest collections and
launching new products. WGSN highlights this year's most innovative new products for the contract sector.

Sayl Chair by Fuseproject for Herman Miller

One of the most anticipated launches of the year, the Sayl chair finally went on
sale on December 6

Designed by San Francisco-based designer Yves Béhar, the shape was inspired
by the Golden Gate Bridge

The main innovation is its frameless back, reducing the quantity of material
used and consequently reducing costs

Simplicity and comfort were great concerns: fewer and user-friendly
mechanisms

The chair's initial price is £400, and it can be manufactured in several different
combinations and colours

8000 series by Porsche Design Studio for
Kusch+Co

Bret Recor, design director at
Fuseproject, with the Sayl chair

The Sayl chair at Herman Miller stand,
Orgatec 2010

The Sayl chair at Herman Miller stand,
Orgatec 2010

WGSN TOP FIVE

Alcove Work by the
Bouroullec brothers for
Vitra

Sayl chair by Yves Béhar for
Herman Miller

Parcs by Pearson Lloyd for
Bene

Buzzibooth by Buzzispace

Kuubo table by Naoto
Fukasawa for Vitra

Related reports

Links

Herman Miller

Kusch+Co

Bene

HÅG

Casala

Connection

Vitra

Kinnarps
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A public seating range that can be personalised for different needs and spaces

From two to six sitting spaces, optionals include high back and foot stool

Seat and back can be upholstered or hard

Parcs by Pearson Lloyd for Bene

The Parcs range of products was seen at almost every trade show this year

Integration, cooperation and interactivity are key features

More than isolated pieces, zones are created and may be used in myriad
situations

The Parcs system is a good representation of the more humanised office, an
emerging trend among office-furniture manufacturers and designers

Capisco Puls chair by HÅG

8000 series 8000 series 8000 series

Parcs system Parcs system Parcs system by Pearson Lloyd for
Bene at Orgatec 2010

Buzzispace
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With the shape inspired by a saddle, it provides dynamism and comfort

Ergonomics and functionality are key features

Although it has an unusual shape, the proportions are discreet and the product
is very light

Parker chair range by Kressel + Schelle for
Casala

The Parker chair has 58 different combinations

An upholstered back/seat structure is the common feature

Capilsco Puls chair Capilsco Puls chair Capilsco Puls chair

Parker chair Parker chair Parker chair at Casala stand during
Orgatec 2010

Parker chair
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Bases vary from wooden legs and swivel to steel tubes

Bubble stool and side table by David Fox for
Connection

With small, cute proportions, this piece may be used as a stool for common
areas or as a side table

Two types of base: pedestal or wire, always made from steel

This kind of product is becoming more popular among office-furniture
manufacturers: it's cheaper to produce and to transport, facilitating layout
changes

WGSN loves the range of bright fabric colours available

Kuubo table by Naoto Fukasawa for Vitra

Kuubo is a multifunctional table that has several individual workstations but
also works as meeting and conference table

It features a lockable storage space within the tabletop

This product is a perfect example of the adaptable office, where nothing is
permanent and changes are always welcome

Alcove Work chair by the Bouroullec brothers for

Bubble range Bubble side table Bubble stool

Kuubo table Kuubo table
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Vitra

Lounge furniture becomes usable for work in the hands of Ronan & Erwan
Bouroullec

The Alcove Work chair also provides visual and accoustic protection

This product summarises the "human office" trend, focusing on comfort and
individual needs

Scandinavia sofa by Kinnarps

Another example of product that can have many functions within the office:
team meetings, brainstorming, lounge seating

The side wings give the users more privacy and create micro environments

Buzzibooth by Buzzispace

Alcove Work
Alcove Work at Vitra stand, Orgatec
2010

Scandinavia sofa Scandinavia sofa Scandinavia sofa
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Buzzibooth is made from eco felt, fabricated with 100% recycled PET waste

It protects against noise in an open-plan space

Several colours available to choose from

Buzzibooth
Buzzibooth
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Insight Gathering: James Ludwig, Steelcase

By Jean Lin, WGSN, 15 March 2011

WGSN speaks with James Ludwig, the VP of global design and engineering at Steelcase.

Commercial furniture giant Steelcase has been working on its
image. For the past five to seven years, the company - which has a
rich heritage grounded in office furniture - has shifted its focus to
collaborative design and workplace solutions on a global scale.
James Ludwig has led this charge as global design director for
many years, and now as VP of global design and engineering.
With recent innovations in educational seating and digital
collaboration, and with the help of Ludwig, Steelcase has long
surpassed its cubicle-ridden history.

Media:scape by Steelcase

What exactly does your new position as VP of global design
and engineering entail?

James Ludwig, vice president of global design and
engineering, Steelcase

Think Chair by Steelcase

WGSN TAKEAWAYS

James Ludwig,
formerly global design
director at Steelcase, is
now the company's VP
of global design and
engineering

The promotion is part
of a structural change
in the company, shifting
focus to global
business

Steelcase looks at
design as problem
solving and uses its
global design offices to
pull in the right people
for specific projects

The company is
focusing on making
sure that global
products are based on
global insights and not
merely distribution
patterns

...WE’VE STARTED TO
FOCUS ON MAKING SURE
THAT GLOBAL PRODUCTS
WERE BASED ON GLOBAL
INSIGHTS. THAT THE
RELEVANCE OF THESE
PRODUCTS IS BASED ON
THOSE INSIGHTS, RATHER
THAN OUR DISTRIBUTION
PATTERNS.

James Ludwig, Vice
President of Global
Design and Engineering
of Steelcase

Related reports

Contact

www.steelcase.com
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My role is one piece of a larger structural change within the
company. Recognising that globalisation and the forces that have
caused many of our customers to operate on a global level is an
undeniable force of business today. We had an opportunity to
leverage our global footprint, more than anyone else in our
industry, to take advantage of that.

The main goal really is taking all our insights from around the
world, and applying them to anywhere work happens within the
world.

When you’re solving a problem, there is a big advantage to having
an integrated approach. It’s like having a bunch of thinkers at the
table, solving the same problem. We’re all experts in our
disciplines, but we have a high degree of empathy to the
challenges that our peers face. So we thought designers and
engineers working together would be a distinct advantage for us in
the future.

How is your global team of engineers and designers
organised? Who works on what?

While the company is headquartered in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
we’ve never been so North American-centric to think that all good
ideas come from the headquarters. We’ve had a footprint around
the world for quite a long time. For decades we’ve been in France
and Germany. I have innovation nodes based on content and
where people are. There’s a studio of the Americas in Grand
Rapids.

Then there’s the Europe, Middle East and Africa in Strasbourg,
France. And we have the Hong Kong design studio. Wherever
there is expertise around a problem, we’ll pull people in. There
may be a designer in each location working on the same problem,
simply because these are the best people for that problem. That’s
the way we’ve organised it.
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How does that translate into global product?

I think it’s an easy assumption that we are organised this way
because we think that one solution is going to be relevant
everywhere. But what we realise is that there are internal and
external benefits to creating platforms that are based on global
insights and problem solving.

When we create a global platform with diverse thinkers, this
manifests itself into diverse solutions that address distinct markets.
While each solution requires tailoring from region to region,
depending on the market, the products that come out of our global
structure have a versatility that lends itself to adaptation. We
realise that one solution or product will need to be tailored to speak
specifically to a certain market.

Sometimes, however, it does work, and we are able to find a
globally relevant solution. Media:scape, which is a product that I’m
really proud of, is one example. As we started to develop that
product, we realized that people were using laptops to connect and
collaborate around information. In this case, we were seeing the
same behaviour in people we were speaking to in Shanghai, in
Paris, in Indianapolis and so on. This is an example of where one
global product worked around the world.

I think the major difference is that now we presume these products

C:Scape by Steelcase Cobi Chair by Steelcase

i2i by Steelcase Media:Scape by Steelcase
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have global relevance, where as in the past, it was more about
proving that a certain product might work in other markets.

Is this a new approach for Steelcase?

I think we’ve been moving towards this for a while now. I think the
change is reflecting an evolution that has been happening for
several years.

How has the idea of global design changed?

When I talk about the past, I refer to a time when industrial design
was thought of more as “form giving” than “insight gathering”.
Even up to five years ago, companies might call themselves
global, but what they were was “multi-national”. These companies
had a collection of companies around the world, rather than one
company that reached outside its home country.

But I would say for Steelcase that really in the past five years,
we’ve started to focus on making sure global products were based
on global insights. That the relevance of these products is based
on those insights, rather than our distribution patterns.

Global currents are the most interesting right now, and the ones
that will have the most impact on the business future.

Media:Scape in High Def by Steelcase Node educational seating by Steelcase
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Retro office: product analysis

By Tamsin Phillips, 06 October 2010
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With season four of Mad Men renewing the fervour for all things
50s and 60s, we look at how retailers are tapping into the vibe
with a crisp, retro interiors

Clean lines are juxtaposed with smooth curves, creating a
minimal distinctive look evocative of mid-century Danish
designers

Sofas and chairs have a sense of weight and contrasted with
fine exposed legs give furniture a floating appearance

Exposed wood veneer is evocative of the 60s

Lighting is kept at eye level, with anglepoise and table lamps
creating a moody glow

Source accessories such as rolodex and retro phones from junk
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shops to merchandise windows for the season’s Retro Prim
looks
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